Spike sorting is the essential step in analyzing recording spike signals for studying information processing mechanisms within the nervous system. Overlapping is one of the most serious problems in the spike sorting for multi-channel recordings. In this paper, a modified radial basis function (RBF) network is proposed to decompose the overlapping signals and separate spikes within the same RBF network. A modified radial basis function based on the Gaussian function is employed in the method to improve the accuracy of overlap decomposition. In addition, the improved constructing algorithm reduces the calculation cost by taking advantage of the symmetry of the RBF network. The performance of the presented method is tested at various signal-to-noise ratio levels based on simulated data coming from the University of Leicester and Wave-clus software. Experiment results show that our method successfully solves the fully overlapping problem and has higher accuracy comparing with the Gaussian function.
a b s t r a c t
Spike sorting is the essential step in analyzing recording spike signals for studying information processing mechanisms within the nervous system. Overlapping is one of the most serious problems in the spike sorting for multi-channel recordings. In this paper, a modified radial basis function (RBF) network is proposed to decompose the overlapping signals and separate spikes within the same RBF network. A modified radial basis function based on the Gaussian function is employed in the method to improve the accuracy of overlap decomposition. In addition, the improved constructing algorithm reduces the calculation cost by taking advantage of the symmetry of the RBF network. The performance of the presented method is tested at various signal-to-noise ratio levels based on simulated data coming from the University of Leicester and Wave-clus software. Experiment results show that our method successfully solves the fully overlapping problem and has higher accuracy comparing with the Gaussian function.
Introduction
Throughout the nervous system, neurons generate electrical pulses termed action potentials or spikes when some stimulation is imposed on the cells. Most neurons in the brain communicate by firing spikes. Extracellular recordings with low impedance electrodes are capable of recording such activities from several neurons near the tip of the electrode. Multichannel recording is a widely used technique for neurological study since it allows simultaneous observation of multineuronal activities. However, the raw signals collected by microelectrodes cannot be used directly in biological research due to a high amount of background noise and superposition of waveforms, as a result of several possible neurons near one microelectrode pin.
Multi-channel recordings themselves are meaningless until they are decomposed into the components, each describing single-neuronal activity. The shape manifested in the recording of a spike, emitted from a particular neuron is a function of the position of that neuron relative to the electrode. Thus, by clustering the different shapes in an extracellular recording, the interleaved spike trains of the individual neurons can be separated. Techniques to separate the signals from individual neural sources are demanded, which are collectively referred to as ''spike sorting'' [1] .
Methods of spike sorting have been extensively studied during the past decades and a large number of techniques have been summarized in [1] , such as the principal component analysis (PCA), k-means clustering and Bayesian clustering, the wavelet based methods [2] , and filter-based methods [1] . These methods are primarily used for single-channel data, and their applications are severely limited by some unsolved problems for multi-channel recordings. The two significant difficulties are high levels of correlated neural noise and overlapping. Background noise consists mainly of the activity of Fig. 1 . Scheme of the RBF network. distant neurons. A priori assumption of Gaussian distribution was usually made in these algorithms, but it cannot accurately capture its statistical characteristics [3] .
Overlapping is one of the most serious problems in spike sorting for multi-channel recordings. Overlapping occurs when two neurons fire within 1 ms of each other, resulting in the addition of their individual waveforms. Overlapping of action potentials fired by adjacent neurons will complicate spike identification. The problem has received intense attention and many algorithms considering the overlapping problem have been proposed. One of the most popular methods is matched template filtering, commonly referred to as template matching proposed by Atiya [4] . The technique uses the Isodata clustering algorithm to estimate the typical spike shapes, and then compare all possible combinations of the templates to find the combination with the highest likelihood. This procedure, however, has the drawback of being computationally expensive, particularly when the number of overlapping is big. In addition, the over-fitting problem is unavoidable. K -dimensional tree is introduced into template matching method to quickly search the large space of possible combinations of spike shapes [1] . Some classic mathematical methods are also used to solve the overlap time of single spike waveform such as the relaxation (RELAX) algorithm [3, 5] . In recent research, some new techniques are used to resolve the overlapping problem in spike sorting, such as the artificial neural networks [6] , the linear projections [7] , independent component analysis [8] , and Genetic algorithm [9] . These methods, however, generally separate the overlap decomposition and spike classification in two stages.
The paper presents a new overlapping spike solution method which can decompose the overlapping waveforms and separate spike trains within the same RBF network. The proposed method modifies the traditional Gaussian radial basis function with a piecewise function. This will enlarge the differences of overlapping waveform in order to distinguish more easily the superposition. Experiments show that the method successfully resolves fully overlapping in neural data and the recognition capability of the network is improved. In addition, an improved RBF network constructing algorithm is proposed in the paper, reducing the computational cost by taking advantage of the symmetry of the RBF network.
Method for spike sorting with fully overlapping decomposition based on the RBF network
Radial basis function networks are artificial neural networks. They have been successfully applied to many fields such as speech pattern classification, image processing, nonlinear system identification and nonlinear feature extraction [1, 10] .
A radial basis function network (RBF) is employed as a classifier to sort spike trains. It decomposes the overlapping waveforms and separates the spikes within the same RBF network. The basic idea of the method is computing and storing the RBF network centers and weights for different number of single-wave superposition, starting from a single waveform, then two-wave superposition,. . . , until up to N − 1 (N is the number of single-wave template categories). The case of i-wave superposition is regarded as the ith layer of the RBF network. Spike trains data pass through the RBF networks layer by layer starting from the first layer. If it is identified, output the classified result and exit the network, otherwise enter the higher layer to attempt.
Modified RBF
There are three layers in a typical RBF network, i.e. an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. Input layer is made up of conception units, which receive input from outside. Hidden layer applies a nonlinear transformation between the input layer and the hidden layer. The output layer calculates the linear weighted sum of hidden units' output and provides the result after a linear transformation. The scheme of RBF networks is depicted in Fig. 1 .
It actually implements a mapping f : R n → R as follows:
where x ∈ R n n is the input vector, G( * ) is a transforming function from R n to R, namely basis function. ‖ * ‖ is the Euclidean norm [9] . w i (1 ≤ i ≤ N) is the weight of each hidden unit. t i ∈ R n (1 ≤ i ≤ N) is called the RBF center, and N is the number of centers. The most commonly used basis function in the hidden layer is the Gaussian function as shown in formula (2) .
Here, x is the spike trains to be sorted. t i is the ith RBF centers, and its value is determined by K -means cluster. σ is the width of the receptive field, and here it is the maximum average distance of all points to the cluster center within all clusters.
Several methods have been developed for spike sorting with the Gaussian RBF, but their performance for overlap decomposition is not presented [10, 11] . Fig. 2 is the fully overlapping of two single-wave spikes. Seen from the spike waveform, the amplitudes near the peak are positive and generally larger, so it is easy to identify with superposition. Otherwise, the other parts of the spike waveform may be negative or near to 0. It may be very close to the original waveform after superposition, and thus difficult to identify.
In Fig. 2 , the waveform near the peak, around the position 20, is easy to identify. But the three waveforms are all near to 0 at [0, 10] and [40, 64] , and spike B almost coincide with the overlapping waveform at [10, 17] , so the superposition is difficult to identify.
In order to improve the recognition capability of the overlapping waveform, the basis function is modified on the basis of the Gaussian function for the RBF network. The modified function is shown as formula (3).
where k is an empirical value to adjust the width of the RBF. In our experiment k = 60. f (x, t i ) is a piecewise function, and it is shown as formula (4).
where a i is the amplification factor, and its value near the peak is greater than others in order to enlarge the contribution rate of the point near the peak to the classification result. In the experiment, a i = 45 for the peak and its surrounding five-points; a i = 1 for the remaining points of a spike waveform. The RBF network weights w i can be obtained by solving equations G * w i = d i , where d i = (1, 2, . . . , C i N ), denoting the class number. The coefficient matrix G can be calculated with formula (3), specifically as follows:
Algorithms for constructing the RBF network
Spike recordings can be separated by the RBF network, but the calculation cost for constructing the RBF network is considerable.
As previously explained, the RBF network weights w i can be obtained by solving equations G * w i = d i . Because the radial basis function is symmetrical, the weight w i can be directly derived from the results of the N − i layer, that is
In the RBF network, i is the current layer or sub-network label of the RBF network, and is also the number of single-wave type of spike superposition, N is the number of single-wave template categories. t i j is the jth centers of the ith layer in the RBF network. The proof of formula (6) is in following.
Proof. For the N − i layer, the weight w N−i can be obtained by solving equations G * w = d, which
For the ith layer,
In addition,
As shown in the proof,
The RBF network constructing algorithm is shown as follows.
Algorithm 1
The RBF network constructing algorithm
the center t directly using the template, namely t i j = T j , j = 1 ∼ N. if i > 1, then add i single-wave templates of different combinations to generate a new center t i j ,
Storing the center t i and the weight w i into the RBF network, namely net (i).
end for
In Algorithm 1, the weight of the ith layer can be directly derived from the results of the N − i layer when m < i < N, m = ⌊N/2⌋. This obviously reduces the calculation costs for building the RBF network.
Spike sorting algorithms based on the RBF network
Using the RBF network build in the previous section, the overlapping waveforms are decomposed and the spikes are separated within the same network. The basic idea of the spike sorting method is computing and storing the RBF network centers and weights for different number of single-wave superposition.
The classification algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2, N is the number of single-wave template categories. net is the RBF network building in Section 2.2. Spike recordings pass through the RBF networks layer by layer starting from the first layer. If it can be identified in the lower layer, then it no longer enters a higher layer to distinguish. This is because the non-overlapping spikes are much more than the overlapping spikes in the recording spike signals [7] . Similarly, the probability of less single-wave superimposed is greater than more single-wave superposition. If i == N, to determine the proximity of S peak of to the max(sum (T ));
If close, then S is the superposition of N isolated spike; Otherwise, S is a noise. 
Experiments and results
In order to investigate the performance of the proposed method and compare it with the Gaussian RBF network, we used two group simulated datasets to validate our work. The two group simulated data are labeled with the originating neuron for each spike. This makes visual evaluation of the resulting clusters easier.
One group simulated data is coming from the University of Leicester, including 507 spikes firing by three different neurons. In the experiment, the data is processed as follows. First extract the noise from the initial data, and zoom in or out noise signals according to formula (7) in [12] to synthesize different signals to noise ratio (SNR) experiment data.
SNR =
aver(peak-to-peak(T )) std(noise) .
In formula (7) , the numerator is the average peak-to-peak of single-wave template set T . The denominator is the standard deviation of the noise for the spike firing time.
The proposed method is tested on two sets: non-overlapping spike data and two-wave overlapping spikes data. Each set is tested at various signal-to-noise ratio levels 10, 15 and 20 respectively. The results of this experiment are shown in Table 1 . Fig. 3 shows the classification results of this group simulated data with overlapping spikes when SNR is 15. The other group experiment data are provided with the Wave-clus software [13] . The simulated dataset here includes four sets (with three templates in each) and each set was used to generate simulated continuous noisy neural signals with different levels of noise. These sets are provided in MATLAB.mat files named C_Difficult1_noise*.mat, C_Difficult2_noise*.mat, C_Easy1_noise*.mat, and C_Easy2_ noise*.mat, where the asterisk is a placeholder for a number indicating the noise level. The number of spikes in each set varies between approximately 3200 and 3500. We validated our method on each set and compared it with the Gaussian RBF network. Part of the experiment results are shown in Table 2 .
(a) Spike sorting by Gaussian RBF Network.
(b) Spike sorting by our method. It can be seen from Tables 1 and 2 , the classification accuracy of the RBF network is better than the one using Gaussian function for single-wave spike sorting. For the overlap decomposition, the classification accuracy has more obvious advantages.
In our experiments, the overlapping of only two types of spikes are taken into consideration, but the algorithm can solve overlapping spikes of three or more types in a straightforward manner. Such an experiment does not appear attractive, however, because such overlapping incidents are rare [7] .
Summary and discussion
Human's nervous system conveys information via the diffusion of neuron's spike. The analysis of simultaneous activity from several neurons can lead to a better understanding of their functional connectivity. Spike sorting is the essential step for studying neuronal population encoding. Overlapping is one of the serious problems in spike sorting.
A spike sorting method based on the RBF network is proposed in this paper. It can decompose the overlapping waveforms and separate spikes within the same RBF network. A modified radial basis function is proposed according to the characteristics of spike data. Experiment results show that the classification accuracy is improved effectively. On the other hand, the weights of the ith layer (i > N/2) can be directly derived from the results of the N − i layer, thus reducing the calculation costs for building the RBF network.
However, there are some problems with the proposed method: some parameters, such as the width of reception field k and the amplification factor a i , need to be set manually, which is a time-consuming task. These values should be different at various signal-to-noise ratio levels, but the proposed method uses the compromise experiential values. In addition, the method proposed in the paper focuses on the separation of fully overlapping spike. Therefore, future work will consider the partly overlapping decomposition to make the RBF network self-adaptive.
